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Address I-Scan Robotics Ltd.
Automated Systems for the Glass Industry 
Hasharon Industrial Zone 
P.O.BOX 50 31 
Kadima 60920 

Country Israel

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Supplier of Transport- and Storing Technology, Robotic unloading cells, "On The Fly" unloading cells, Inspection systems I-Scan Robotics
manufactures advanced-technology systems for optimal handling, inspecting and unloading of various-size glass sheets. Condor is a multipurpose
robotic jumbo stacker uniquely designed to handle massive size sheets - up to 6 x 4 meters (about 20 x 30 feet) in area and more than 700 kilos (1540
lbs.) in weight. Hawk is an adjustable, multitask, state-of-the-art robotic workcell for the optimal unloading of flat glass sheets directly off a running float
line. HawkEye is a fully automated computerized inspection system that detects and identifies a variety of flaws and defects both on the surface and
around the edges of the glass sheet.
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